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About This Content

The Worms™ Reloaded "Forts Pack" features 20 addictive and challenging single-player levels, based upon a variety of fort-
based mission objectives. The "Forts Pack" also includes 10 brand new forts for multi-player battles, 3 new hats, 3 new speech

banks, 3 new gravestones, a new "Fort" landscape theme and 12 new Achievements.

Key Features

20 new single-player fort missions

1 new "Fort" landscape theme.

10 new forts.

3 new hats.

3 new speech banks.

3 new gravestones.

12 new Achievements.
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Singleplayer in a Worms game is usually a bad mix. The AI wasn't improved so you'll enjoy near impossible cheap shots from
them. Even at 50 cents this felt like a rip off.. \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605
. Singleplayer in a Worms game is usually a bad mix. The AI wasn't improved so you'll enjoy near impossible cheap shots from
them. Even at 50 cents this felt like a rip off.. \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605 \u2605
. Absolutely awesome. Reminds me about classic Fort matches in W:WP.
. Hold The Fort.. Absolutely awesome. Reminds me about classic Fort matches in W:WP.
. Hold The Fort.
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